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Sa Ben-dong，who is a famous physicist, electrical engineer and educator, as well 
as the first president of the National Amoy University. His abundant educational 
thought was penetrated in his lifelong education practice and experience of running a 
university. At present, there has been a thorough study and people have already scored 
great successes of Sa Ben-dong as a physicist and an electrical engineer in the 
academic circle. However, as an educator, the relevant study has not been developed 
in a comprehensive way. Therefore, this paper trying to take Sa Ben-dong’s idea of 
running Xiamen University during the period of Anti-Japanese War as breakthrough 
point to make further research. 
This paper can be divided into four parts: the introduction chapter discusses the 
significance of the research，the review of the research，the ideas and methods of the 
research，as well as the importance and difficulty; the second part is about outlines 
about Sa Ben-dong's life and his charisma, higher education thoughts 'source；the third 
part is mainly discuss the basic content of his education thoughts, what’s more, his 
great achievements to Xiamen University and Chinese Education at large during the 
period of Anti-Japanese War are discussed as well. The last part is a summary of the 
features of Sa Ben-dong’s educational idea，then trying to explore the implications 
and reference of his successful experience of running an university to the current 
condition of higher education in China. 
   Through summarizing and exploring Sa 's educational thought in this paper，on the 
one hand，we can recall and cherish Sa 's remarkable contribution to the higher 
education and Xiamen university's development. On the other hand，his educational 
thought can provide enlightenment to higher education, especially to the development 
of world class universities and the cultivation of creative talents. 
As a renowned scholar filled with the intense patriotism thought, Sa Ben-dong 














his educational thought is a significant component in the modern China educational 
thought; therefore, his rich educational thought and idea of running an university have 
great reference values to the development and reform of current higher education in 
China. 
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界有关萨本栋的研究成果共有编著 2 部，CNKI 期刊论文中以“萨本栋”为题的
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